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Background to study 
There is an inherent need in man to form an emotional relationship with his 
environment and there by become part of it. Primitive man whose tie with the nature of 
was stronger than modem man perceived every thing as being alive. He perceived the 
environment as a whole with himself as an integral part of it. The life giving water, the 
protective mountain range the wind that blew across the land, all these were seen as live 
things. With these he formed an intuitive relation ship, which brought him in to the 
eternal order of nature. He arranged the element around him fulfil his needs. 
When man does not consciously interface an environment, we call it nature. When it is 
being observed by man we call it the landscape. The landscape provides the 'ground' 
for man's being in the world. When man deliberately arranges the elements of land to 
create to place for him, it become built environment. However, there is an original 
impulse in man to form a meaningful relationship with nature and become a part of it. 
This extends beyond the physical into the emotional psychic aspects of existence. Thus 
he arranges the elements of his land to represents a deeper meaning beyond the physical 
.now landscaping becomes and art. 
Landscape design is an ancient art. Water bodies, greeneries, and built environment sky 
and wind-the natural elements around us was the point of take off gradually be began to 
read more into these natural elements which he perceived as alive and they became 
symbolic of god a superior force, when civilized man lost the intuitive relation ship with 
nature he regarded this superior force as the other and developed a philosophical frame 
work, through which he could into scheme of things 
i 
When he arranged the landscape now through this he tried to re create his relationship 
with god. N o w a tree was not a just a tree but an arrangement of god a basin of water he 
keeps at his doorstep not just a bowl of water, but was meant to reflect universe. Having 
observed the relationship in nature he tried to become part of it though a frame work of 
I 
micro representation of that universe which was mean to unit him again with the 
universe. Thus the environment man created for him became a symbol of the universal 
force. To the extent of individual's condition understand of the elemental forces he will 
represent his individual universe in a concrete form with in the visual sphere. So are the 
concepts of formal landscaping concepts of the Zen garden and the mogul gardens. 
If we considered about places, we can identify some places, which have fulfilled the 
function of places extremely well. Nevertheless we can see functionally complete fail 
places also among of them. If we sensitively analyse those two places we can see 
landscape of the plates has been doing major part to function well or fail a place. 
How ever, all things exist in space. He can only individually grasp it, or experience it 
but to a lesser or greater extent all people have realized this at an intuitive level. So we 
may say understanding space one understands one and in defining space one self. This 
process we called design. The study attempts to the role of landscape design, which will 
bring us into a place in the universal being. 
Aims and objectives 
The aim of this dissertation is to identify the role of landscape design in relating man 
and his shelter with nature and how enhance the spatial qualities by it and expressions 
of landscapes. This makes existence meaning full and man experiences cense of 
wholeness. 
It also seek to established what to attain what, building design and landscape design 
cannot be taken in isolation, of each other built area to inter related aspect of a singular 
process, Which is termed 'design'. 
For this the following objectives need to be achieved. 
Identify role that landscape design place in creating 'place' through the identification of 
the fundamental principles which helps create a 'place'. 
Support the theoretical basis of the dissertation through an analytical study of traditional 
approach in Sri Lanka and the world to landscape design. It also seeks to derive design 
strategies from successful examples of these traditional designs. Considering the several 
most important principles of landscape and study how it influenced to the built 
environment through examples and case studies. 
Scope and limitation. 
Since man's gaining existential foothold has a psychic dimensions, place is more of the 
qualitative aspect very often created intuitively. Thus it is difficult to identify universal 
accepted principles, which contributes to this phenomenon. 
Flow ever the aim of the dissertation is to identify the fundamental principles, which 
would unite man with nature Out of the many such principles that may exist the study is 
limited to three such five principles, which is enclosure, dynamic, focus, Transition and 
lighting. Composition with these principles through greeneries, water bodies, and built 
environment, an analytical study about enhancing the spatial qualities of the place by 
landscaping. 
Try to done analytical study of traditional landscape design and how revealed those 
principles from it. 
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